Interior of Railway Tunnel
Collected with Mobile Mapping System on High Rail Platform
Point cloud colorized by RGB colors from video image

MOBILE MAPPING SOLUTIONS

Approaching Railway Tunnel through Building
Collected with Mobile Mapping System on High Rail Platform
Point cloud colorized by RGB colors from video image

Mobile LiDAR Technology
G&AI was the first firm in the country to obtain the Pegasus:Two Mobile Mapping System (MMS). Mobile mapping is a
safe, ideal tool for roadway corridor mapping projects requiring an extraordinary level of detail and accuracy. The system
incorporates a state-of-the-art LiDAR sensor (1,100,000 points per second) and six high-definition cameras to provide
360° coverage, allowing video to be stitched into stereo panoramic imagery synchronized to the point cloud for highly
efficient asset identification. Additionally, the system is equipped with one camera for pavement assessment, and one
vertical camera to collect information beneath bridge decks. Together, the LiDAR sensor, eight cameras, and precision
positional/navigational equipment collect rich data for asset inventories and design-grade mapping—at highway speeds.
Our LiDAR team has the ability to take the RGB pixels and assign those to the corresponding X, Y, Z coordinates
to provide our clients a colorized point cloud. This offers the end-user a highly realistic view of the project area and
associated transportation features.
The technology is also adaptive to multiple platforms including van/SUV, high-rail vehicle, ATV, and boat. Using mobile
LiDAR technology on lakes and rivers, G&AI can perform shoreline analysis and provide change detection with multiple
dataset comparison.
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Collects 1.1 million points per second
360 degree video capture with six 60° field of view
high-definition cameras, one upward facing dome
camera, and a downward facing pavement camera
ESRI ArcMap software platform for highly
efficient asset management data collection
One second GPS updates
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Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) applies 200
corrections per second
Ability to achieve approximate accuracies of +/-2
cm horizontal and +/-1.5 cm vertical at 90%
confidence
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Typical profile separation at 60 mph is
approximately 10 cm
Capable of collecting up to 150 linear miles of
data in a highway/rural setting per day, and up to
75 linear miles per day in an urban setting
Safety – Collection at posted speed limits, reducing
survey personnel exposure to traffic hazards
Portability – can be mounted on ATV, Watercraft,
Rail, or van/SUV

Design-Grade Mapping
G&AI feature extraction experts use a suite of multiple
software packages to perform simultaneous data collection
in both ESRI, ArcMap, and MicroStation. 3D Data
collection takes place in a MicroStation environment,
which is linked to a pre-defined ArcMap 3D geodatabase
schema. The result is highly accurate 3D data that
is collected once to be used in both design and GIS
applications. G&AI provides flexibility and provides
fully customized solutions to meet the needs of our
clients.
In addition, CAD files collected from the MMS point
cloud data and imagery can be merged with conventional
survey, aerial mapping, and/or terrestrial scanning for a
comprehensive solution. The resulting fused CAD data is
seamless and appears to have been extracted from a single
dataset.

Applications
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Divided highway - colorized by elevation

Roadway Corridor Mapping
Bridge Surveys
Design-Builds
Railway
Utility/Electric Corridor Mapping
Mobile LiDAR Data Fusion with:
»» Terrestrial Laser Scanning
»» Conventional Survey

G&AI’s mobile mapping system has
the ability to capture and fuse multiple
drive paths to create a seamless
dataset across highly complex
transportation systems. The results
are easily manipulated to extract
features that impact engineering design
with enhanced cross-sections, and
corresponding digital terrain model.

Asset Inventory
G&AI can collect all visible assets in the most challenging, dense, urban environments. Our mobile mapping data acquisition occurs
at posted speeds which makes this a safe, non-intrusive, technology that will not affect the traveling public. G&AI’s mobile mapping
system software is built on an ESRI ArcMap platform and the .LAS files can be projected into any state plane projection or custom
local coordinate system.
Geospatially correct features are extracted directly from synchronized video and point cloud data and input directly into an ESRI
geodatabase format. Features and their associated attributes are collected using a predefined geodatabase schema, using subtypes and
attribute domains to ensure consistency. G&AI’s GIS development team can produce a new customized geodatabase structure, can
easily adapt to any existing GIS architecture, and can simultaneously populate an ESRI geodatabase and a MicroStation drawing file
with features and attributes unique to each software platform.
The features extracted from the point cloud can be utilized by several departments within municipalities including Water, Stormwater,
Planning, Transportation, and Maintenance. Typical assets extracted from mobile mapping data:
»
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Signs
Power Poles
ADA Ramps
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Light Poles
Manholes
Fire Hydrants
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Parking Meters
Tree Inventory
Pavement Markings

»
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Guardrails
Power Lines
Traffic Signals

Condition Assessments
In addition to locating assets, G&AI performs visual
condition assessments by using the LiDAR and imagery.
The technique of performing the assessments from
remotely sensed data, allows for an accelerated delivery.
Our LiDAR team can perform the following types of
assessments;
»
»
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Curb and Sidewalk
Guardrail
Jersey Barrier
Pavement Markings
Signs
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